Available in the cloud and offered in a Light or Premium version, Xeebi Master is a fully
virtualized and hardware-agnostic SMS Platform that offers geographical flexibility and
access levels. Hosted on a private database we offer unparalleled reliability and give you
the option to custom create your own routing that fits the scale of any size deployment.

Xeebi Master boasts an incredibly broad
range of features and capabilities such as:
SMPP and API integration

Robust Analytics

Load sharing

Real time financial reporting

Content Filtering

Rate management

Message rule based filtering

Local Number Portability

Whitelisting and Blacklisting

SMS Heartbeat Integration

Congestion Detection

Carrier-grade, high-capacity performance

Flexible routing options

24/7 Support

Revenue and margin tracker

Videos and training material

Content modification
Audit Logs
Connection status data

Find out more about our company at xeebi.com

We realize that each company has a different need and goal. Our job is to ensure that you
can maximize the potential of your current messaging ecosystem or make your transition
into messaging as seamless as possible.

For MNO’s
Xeebi Master Premium is configured to help operators manage the revenue
complexity and load balancing roadblocks that A2P messaging can bring. Retain
oversight and monetize each message by offloading your SMSC.

For Aggregators
Xeebi Master helps aggregators maximize the potential of their messaging product
and routing teams. Enable flexible trading options and ensure that each message
reaches the intended destination. Ready to be deployed in less than 24hours, take
control of your routing and provide your customers and partners with a unmatched
service regardless of destination.

New to Messaging?
Xeebi Master Light makes it easy to get started. Set up your account, bind and route
in minutes. Our video tutorials and support team are happy to help!

Contact us today and get started at Xeebi.com!
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